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Deere Model B Disc Harrow Deere Model K Disc Harrow

HOW TO SELECT A 
PLOW-THE RULE OF 

FOUR
Plow quality does not improve 

with age.
An inferior plow does poorer 

work, is harder to pull, and costs 
more for repairs every year it is 
in use.

Because certain things about a 
plow cannot be changed for the 
better after you buy it, care and 
study before buying, is important.

Judging the real worth of a 
plow is not difficult if four things 
are kept in mind :

First—Quality of work.
Second-Kase of management.
Third -Lightness of draft.
Fourth—Strength and dura

bility.
THE UGHT DRAFT NEW DEERE WHY IT PULLS EASY

Consider five things when judging the draft of a plow:
First -The shape of the bottom. Second—Material out of which it is made. Third—Equal weight on all the wheels.

WHY THESE FOUR 
QUALITIES ARE 

THE TEST
First—Nothing takes the place 

of good work. Unless a plow 
does perfect work you cannot af
ford to own it, no matter what 
the price.

Second—Have regard for your 
own comfort—that pays. Get a 
plow that is easy to ride, and that 
can be operated with little effort 
on your part.

Third — Never work horses 
harder than necessary. Horse
flesh and horse-feed cost money. 
An extra one-eighth horse power 
added to the draft will cost you 
the price of a plow—very soon.

Fourth—Repairs are expensive. 
A good plow lasts longer than a 
poor one.

Fourth—Proper adjustments. Fifth—Staunchness of the plow. Write fur Literature, Prieee and Terms.
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It is the Only Real Flexible Harrow.
PROGRESSIVE Fanners know how much more satisfactory our Model “B” 

Disc Harrow does Its work of pulverizing the soil evenly—without skipping 
rough places in the “ mi idle "—because our Third Lever with Spring 

Pressure Yoke and controlled draw bars, enables you to govern your disc, They 
can’t push up in centre,'’as with ordinary machines. You pull the lever and it 
locks automatically with discs working through dead furrows or over ridges 
always cultivating thoroughly. Special features besides superior malleable iron 
parts and extra durable construction, are : Rasy, Double Spring Seat—High Frame 
out of dust—Abjustable Disc Scrapers—Lighter Draft, etc.

Write for Catalogue•

A STRONG substantial two-lever harrow, slightly lighter than Model “B," 
but having many of its points of superiority. The Frame is made from 
a single piece of heavy steel. The frame bars, cross trees and braces are 

all steel, very securely reveled and bolted together.
The Scrapers are of the improved oscillating style, and can be easily 

removed or replaced. Hard Maple oil-soaked bearings are used on this harrow. 
DISC Blades are made of the every best qvality steel, thoroughly polished and 
sharpened. Double Angling Levers on this harrow ensure a convenient 
machine for lapping lands and for hillside work.

Write for Catalogue•

Both of the above styles of Disc Harrows are excellent Tools to poll behind a 
John Deere Engine Gang.

FURNISHED 
WITH OR WITHOUT 

TONOUE TRUCKS.

FURNISHED 
WITH OR WITHOUT 

TONGUE TRUCKS.

LIGHT DRAFT
JOHN DEERE GANG PLOW
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